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Symmetry behavior of the static Taub universe: Effect of curvature anisotropy

T. C. Shen, B.L. Hu, D. J. O' Connor
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Uniuersity ofMaryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

(Received 16 November 1984)

Using the static Taub universe as an example, we study the effect of curvature anlsotropy on sym-

metry breaking of a self-interacting scalar field. The one-loop effective potential of a A,P field with

arbitrary coupling (g) is computed by g-function regularization. It is expressed as a perturbative
series in a small anisotropy parameter cx measuring the deformation from the spherical Einstein
universe with radius of curvature a. This result is used for analyzing the symmetry behavior of
such a system as a function of the geometric (a, a) and field (g, A, ) parameters. The result is also used

to address the question of whether and how curvature anisotropy can affect the inflationary
scenario, old or new. We find that for a massless scalar field conformally coupled to the back-
ground with a prolate configuration (negative scalar curvature) the phase transition is of second or-

der, in which case inflation to the extent necessary for cosmological purposes becomes highly unlike-

ly. For the massless minimally coupled scalar field, first-order phase transitions can occur for a cer-
tain range of the radius and deformation parameter. If the curvature radius in the axisymrnetric
direction is held fixed, increasing deformation can restore the symmetry, whereas if the shape is held
constant but the size is allowed to vary, decreasing the radius of the universe can induce symmetry
breaking. For the minimally coupled field in a closed universe with high curvature a term linear in

the background field in the effective potential appears. The barrier thus generated in the effective
potential replaces the broad plateau of the flat-space Coleman-Weinberg potential. The meaning
and implication of, these results are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

In an earlier paper' we started a systematic investiga-
tion into the symmetry behavior of a self-interacting field
in curved spacetime and studied the effect of spacetime
curvature and field coupling on phase transitions using
the Einstein universe as an example. In this paper, we
continue this investigation for homogeneous anisotropic
spacetimes, focusing on the effect of curvature anisotropy
on symmetry breaking, using a static Taub universe as an
example. We also extend our analysis of the Einstein
universe and delve somewhat into the effect of topology
on symmetry breaking. The Taub metric is an anisotropic
generalization of the closed Robertson-%'alker metric and
a specialization of the mixmaster universe, where two of
the three principal radii of curvature are equal.

Our interest in quantum vacuum processes in homo-
geneous but anisotropic cosmological models is manifold.
Foremost is the belief that the universe at very early times
may have existed in an anisotropic and inhomogeneous
state. Despite the fact that our universe is observed to be
highly isotropic today and is believed to have existed in a
state of high isotropy since at least the grand-unification

(GU) era (toU —10 sec) after a period of inflation, '

our knowledge of the state of the universe before the GU
inflationary era is quite lacking. A well-known result in
classical general relativity suggests that the universe near
the cosmological singularity could be highly anisotropic
and inhomogeneous, its generic behavior being described
by the (inhomogeneous) mixmaster model. It can be ar-
gued that when quantum effects due to particle produc-
tion are included in our consideration, the isotropic state
can be extended as far back to the Planck time
(tp& —10 sec), as most of the anisotropies are dissipated
in a relatively short duration. However, detailed calcula-
tion of these processes have been carried out only for Bi-
anchi type-I universes, which contain anisotropy in the
expansion (shear) but no anisotropy in the spatial curva-
ture. From the dynamics of classical anisotropic models
and the perturbation analysis of isotropic models, one
learns that during the evolution, while the component of
shear may decay in time, curvature anisotropy can actual-
ly grow. Since these factors are closely coupled via the
Einstein equations, it is perhaps reasonable to assume that
the strong quantum dissipative effect acting on shear will
also suppress curvature anisotropy at the end of the dissi-
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pation epoch. However, it is not entirely implausible that
a minute amount of curvature anisotropy left at the
Planck era can still grow to a finite amount at the begin-
ning of the grand-unification era; In light of these con-
siderations, one should include the more general class of
anisotropic models as permissible initial conditions before
the GU era for the consideration of quantum processes
like phase transitions.

Granted that a certain degree of anisotropy and inho-
mogeneity may survive through the Planck epoch and
persist to the GU epoch, a natural question to ask is
whether they can modify the standard inflationary
scenario. This question has been addressed by a number
of authors in varied forms. Wald analyzed the late-time
behavior of initially expanding homogeneous models with
a positive cosmological constant A (acting like a vacuum
energy density term due to the vacuum expectation value
of the Higgs field) and concluded that all Bianchi-type
models except type IX (to which the Taub and mixmaster
universes belong) evolve exponentially towards the de
Sitter solution and the behavior of type-IX universes is
similar provided that A is sufficiently large compared
with spatial curvature terms. These results comply with
the "cosmic baldness" conjecture of Bocher, Gibbons, and
Hawking that perturbations in a de Sitter universe will in
general decay rapidly away. Notice that these statements
about the behavior of shear and curvature anisotropy as-
sume that the universe is already in an exponentially ex-
panding stage. If, however, prior to inflation the universe
is dominated by shear or negative curvature, then a result
due to Barrow and Turner suggests that inflation in the
old sense cannot occur. All of the above analyses are
based on an examination of the classical Einstein s equa-
tions for homogeneous anisotropic universes, no field-
theoretical description of the Higgs field is involved.
Thereafter, Steigman and Turner considered a
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe perturbed
by shear and vorticity. They analyzed their effects on the
Hubble expansion rate and on the evolution rate of the
Higgs field as governed by a flat-space Coleman-Weinberg
(CW) effective potential. They concluded that neither
shear nor negative curvature can have significant effect on
inflation (in the new sense ) during or after the vacuum
era. Although an effective potential governing the Higgs
field is used, it is not for the same curved-spacetime back-
ground which governs the dynamics of the universe. To-
day many studies of phase transition in the GU epoch as-
sume a curved-spacetirne description for cosmology but a
flat-space formalism for field theory. The logical con-
sistency and physical soundness of such a hybrid frame-
work is, in our opinion, rather questionable. It is our
uneasiness with this state of affairs which prompted us to
carry out this series of studies on the effect of spacetime
curvature, topology, and field coupling on cosmological
phase transitions. Specifically, concerning the role of
curvature anisotropy on inflation as is addressed in this
paper, we do not think the studies carried out so far ' are
conclusive. A good many authors have indeed treated the
phase-transition problem in the de Sitter universe in a
consistent manner, ' but the adaptation of results for the
de Sitter universe is appropriate only for situations where

inflation has already commenced. They cannot answer
the question of whether or not inflation can take place in
the face of shear and curvature anisotropy, assuming from
our earlier discussion that a somewhat chaotic state can
exist prior to the CxU epoch. For these problems, one
should instead use the effective potential in a curved
spacetime with shear and anisotropy, the same spacetime
one uses for the description of cosmology. As is well-
known to practitioners in this field the precise form of the
effective potential can dictate rather different outcomes
for the behavior of the Higgs field and the dynamics of
the universe during the phase transition. A good case in
point is the "fine-tuning" problem [i.e., V"(P =0)=0, see
Eq. (4.12) and Ref. 5] in the new inflationary scenario.
On this point alone, we find that indeed for an important
class of curved spacetimes this condition is not satisfied.
In a more careful analysis of the Einstein universe (re-
garded as an instantaneous snapshot of the closed FRW
universe), we find that for massless minimally coupled
scalar fields a term linear in the background field P dom-
inates the effective potential near the symmetric state
/=0. The existence of such a barrier which increases
with curvature violates the CW condition and makes in-
flation in the new sense difficult to achieve. A phase
transition by tunneling can still occur, but that would
bring back the well-known difficulties of the old scenario.
It is worth noticing that this rather unique behavior of the
massless minimal field is generic to spacetimes with topol-
ogy R'&&S (see Sec. V 2). For conformal fields in the
static Taub universe, the symmetric state becomes unsta-
ble as the space evolves from an oblate [anisotropic pa-
rameter a & 0, defined below Eq. (2.3a)] to a prolate con-
figuration (a~0). Only a second-order phase transition
can occur, which renders inflation to the extent necessary
for cosmological purposes highly unlikely. These are but
a few of the results we obtained from a detailed analysis
of the effective potential in a static Taub universe. They
should serve to illustrate the relevance of curvature and
topology in symmetry-breaking considerations in curved
spacetimes. By exemplifying certain conditions in curved
space where inflation can fail to occur, we hope to draw
the readers' attention to the complexity of issues involved
and to sound a note of caution in the ordinary treatment
of these problems.

In this work we choose to work with the static Taub
universe because it makes a well-defined effective poten-
tial possible and allows us to address both the effect of to-
pology and spatial curvature anisotropy. In a more gen-
eral but perhaps mor'e formal context (than that related to
the inflation problem) we also obtained the relation be-
tween the critical radius (size) and the deformation pa-
rameter (shape) of the geometry. For example, if the cur-
vature radius in the axisymrnetric direction is held fixed,
an increasing deformation can bring about symmetry res-
toration. Alternatively, symmetry breaking can occur by
scaling down the size of the universe. Our present prob-
lem shares some similarity with the problem of finite-size
effects on phase transitions, " a subject of much recent in-
terest in condensed matter and surface physics. Although
as a first step we consider here only static spacetimes, we
believe that dynamical effects are probably just as, if not
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more, important, especially at or near the quantum epoch.
Symmetry breaking due to shear is an obvious possibility.
The derivation of an effective Lagrangian in general
curved spacetime' and the study of dynamical effects on
phase transitions' are currently under investigation. In-
corporation of our present result on curvature anisotropy
with that obtained elsewhere on the effects due to expan-
sion' and shear' will enable us to analyze the symmetry
behavior of the mixmaster universe, which would consti-
tute an important step towards understanding the quan-
tum nature of the early universe.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we derive
the one-loop effective potential via the g-function method,
using the eigenmodes of a scalar wave operator in the
Taub universe. The geometric quantities of the Taub
universe and details of the summation techniques are col-
lected in the Appendices A, 8, and C. Using the renor-
malization condition of Ref. 12, we proceed in Sec. III to
renormalize the coupling constants of the effective poten-
tial. Our results for the effective potential can be written
in terms of geometric invariant quantities, which can pro-
vide a more general setting for treating quantum fields in
homogeneous but anisotropic spacetimes. This is con-
tained in Appendix D. In Sec. IV we study the symmetry
behavior of a massless field and analyze the differences
between the minimally coupled and the conformally cou-
pled cases. In Sec. V we discuss the meaning and restric-
tions of our results and compare our method with other
work. We also draw implications of our findings to phase
transitions in the inflationary universe and suggest some
direction for further investigation.

II. EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL

The metric of a diagonal mixmaster universe is given
by

3

ds'= dt'+ g —I,'(o')',
a=1

(2.1)

where o' are the basis one-forms on the three-sphere satis-
fying the structure relation d o'= ,'C'b, cr Acr'. —ForBi-
anchi type-IX spaces C'b, ——e'b, is the structure constant
of the rotation group SO3. In the Euler-angle parametri-
zation (0 & 8 & m, 0 & P, P & 2m ), the cr' are given by

o' =cosP d 8+sing sin8 dP,
o. = —sing d 8+cosg sin0 dP,
o'=df+cos8dg .

(2.2)

The l, 's are the three principal curvature radii of the
homogeneous space and are constants for a static
universe. The cases when any two of l, 's are equal are the
Taub universes. The case when all three l, 's are equal is
the closed Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe.

The curvature scalar R is given by

4l, ' l, ' 6(1+—', a)R=
2li a (1+a)

(2.3a)

where a =2li and a=(li /13 ) —1 is an anisotropy pa-
rameter, with range —1 & cz & ~. We call the configura-

tion with a) 0 oblate. and that with u &0 prolate. In the
case of small anisotropy (near-Einstein universe), R can be
expanded in powers of a as

R = 1+—— +O(a')6 u 0,

a 3 3
(2.3b)

The volume of the Taub universe is given by
0=2vr a /v'1+a. (See Appendix A for details. )

Consider a massive (m) scalar field P with quartic
self-interaction (A, ) coupled to a static Taub universe
described by the Lagrangian density

T

L[0 g.b]= —
2 4 — +m'+(1 —k)—0 0—' —(24)

6 4I

where

—:g""V„V,= v' —g g"—g ax& ax"

is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on R'&(S and the cou-
pling constant /=0, 1 denotes conformal and minimal
coupling, respectively. This action has a minimum at
P =P, which satisfies the classical equation of motion

+m'+(1 —g)—+—P /=0.
6 6

(2.5)

A
Quantum fluctuations P—:P —P around the classical back-
ground field P satisfy an equation of the form (to lowest
order in P)

( — +~ )P(x) =0, (2.6)

where ~ =M +(1—g)R/6 is an effective mass which
depends on the background curvature R, the coupling g,
and on the background field P via M =m + —,A,P .
When contributions from quantum fluctuations are in-
eluded, the equation satisfied by the background field P
contains an extra term due to the variance of the fluctua-
tions,

-o+m'+(I g) '+ 'y'+-'—&q'& —q=0.—(2.7)
6 6 2

In the functional-integral perturbative approach, the ef-
fective action which is related to the effective Lagrangian

I [P,g„]=f d xv' gL, — (2.g)

is expanded in powers of fi as

I [k]=~[4]+I'"+I".

Here S[P] is the classical action

S[P]= J d x v' gL~ ', —

(2.9)

(2.10)

L ~
' ————,P(x) — +m +(1—g') —P(x) ——A,P "(x),

4r

I '" is the one-loop effective action

(2.1 1)I'"= ln Bet(p iA)= d x& gL'", —
2
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and I" denotes higher-loop contributions. In the above, 2
is the operator defined by

A = — +m'+(1 —g) —+—P .
6 2

(2.12)

g(v)= g(p '&~)
N

(2.13)

In Hawking's formulation, the one-loop effective potential
is given by'

V( & ) g~(0)
2(vol)

(2.14)

A mass scale p is introduced to render the measure d [P]
of the functional integral dimensionless. In a static,
homogeneous spacetime, as is the case under study, P is a
constant field. One can then define an effective potential
by V(P) = —(vol) 'I (P), where vol denotes the spacetime
volume.

The one-loop effective potential V'" is formally diver-
gent. We shall use the g-function regularization' to
render it finite. For operators with a known eigenvalue
spectrum on spacetimes admitting Euclidean sections, this
method is particularly handy. Denote by A,N the eigen-
values of the operator A on the Euclideanized metric ob-
tained from (2.1) by a Wick rotation to imaginary time
r=it Afin. ite-temperature ( T) theory is defined by im-
posing periodic boundary conditions on v. with period
P——T '. The zero-temperature result is regained by let-
ting P become very large so that the eigenmodes in the
imaginary direction become continuous again. One then
introduces the generalized g-function g(v) defined by

In the S'XS topology of Euclideanized metric, vol=IIP.
We now proceed to calculate V'" for the static Taub

universe with small anisotropy. The final expression
(2.32) is given as a series expansion in the deformation pa-
rameter 0..

The eigenvalues of the operator A are given by

2
2~no J(J+ 1) 1 1 2K

+m'+(1 —g)—+—P .
6 2

(2.15)

The spatial eigenfunctions and eigenvalues have been de-
rived by one of us before. ' Here N denotes the collection
of temporal and spatial quantum numbers np J K, M,
with ranges np ——0, + 1, +2, . . . ;J=0, —,, 1, —,', 2, . . . ;
and E, M= —J, —J+1, . . . , J—1, J. The quantum
number M is totally degenerate. For comparison with the
spectra in the deformed space (mixmaster) and the spheri-
cal space (Einstein), the relation of eigenfunctions

DzM (0,P, g), and the hyperspherical harmonics
I'„I (X,O, Q) on SO&-symmetric space can be found in
standard texts. '

The derivation of the g function in (2.13) involves sim-

ply carrying out the summations of (2.15) over the ap-
propriate ranges of X. In the low-temperature limit
(P—+ oo ), the sum over n can be replaced by P J dk0/2n
Integrating over k0 and summing over M (multiplicity
2J+ 1), one gets

2v r(v ——
) ~ J1

2 1—
g(v)= g g, n +o.+a 4k + 2

3

—v+ 1/2

(2.16)

where we have introduced the notations

n =2J+1, cr= —/+M a (2.17)

The summation over K can be performed if the summand is expanded about a =0 (the Einstein universe) for small a:

n (n +o)'+'~ +( —,
'. v) [n (—n —1)+(1——g')n ](n +o.)

CX

( —,
' —v)(l —g)n (n +o) '~ +2(v —

4 )a (n +o.)

2 2 1 — 2

X (3n —10n +7)+ (n —1)(1—g)+ n +O(a )60 18 36
(2.18)

Define

(2.19)

The g function can then be expressed as

1I (v ——, ) (po)zv
(v) = (Eo+Eia+Eza'),

4~ r(v) o

where

(2.20)
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Eo Z—(v ,'—, cr—),

E]———,
'

( —,
' —v)[Z(v ——,', o ) —(g+o )Z(v+ —,',cr)],

E2 ————,
'

( —,
' —v)(1 —g)Z(v+ , , —o)++( v ——,

'
)[ 3Z(v ——,', cr) —(6cr+ —", g+ —', )Z(v+ ,',—cr)

+(3cr'+ —", cr+ —", + —", erg+ 3 g')Z(v+ —,',cr)],

(2.21a)

(2.21b)

(2.21c)

The functions Z(r, o ) are similar to the generalized g functions. They possess poles at r = —, n, n =—0, 1,2, . . . (the neg-
ative integer r terms do not generate divergences). Writing Z(r, o) as

Z ](n,o)
Z(r, o)=, +Zp(n, cr)+O(r —', +—n),

p' —
~ +n

the E„'s can be separated into a singular part and a regular part:

Z ](2 o)
Eo —— +Zp(2, cr)+O(v),

(2.22)

(2.23a)

EI = [Z ](2,o') —Z ](l,cr)(g+cr)]+ 6 [ZQ(2 cr) —(g+cr)Zp(l, cr)]

——,[Z ](2,o)—(g+cr)Z ](l,o)]——[Zo(2,o)—(g+cr)Zp(l, o)]+O(v ), (2.23b)

E2= ———,', Z, (2,o)+ + —,', g ——,
' Z ](l,o)—

V 40 18 45 36 72

Z, ( l, o ) —,', Zp(—2,o ) +

o+ Zp(0, o )+ vZp( l, o )

I

[3Z ](2,o)—(6o+ —", g+ —', )Z ](l,o)+(3o + —,o+ —, + —,
' op+ —,g )Z ](O,o)]+O(v ) . (2.23c)

The part containing the 1 functions in (2.20) can likewise be expanded as a series in v, with

r(v g ) (gp)lim
v o 1 (v) g

—v'a~ a pv+ 2+in v +O(v )
a 4

(2.24a)

r(v —
2 ) (gp)~

lim
v odv t(v) g

1r(v —
2 ) (gp)2v= lim [g(v ——,

'
) —P(0)+in(gp)']

v o t (v) g

v4~ g 2 2

1+2v 2+in +O(v )
a 4

(2.24b)

From (2.20) and (2.24), one obtains

gg(0) dg( v)
dv

(Ep+E]a+E2a )„s+ 2+in (Ep+E]a+E2a )p,],2

a 4
(2.25)

The pole terms and the regular terms are readily identified from (2.23) as

pole terms= Z ](2,o)~ —[Z ](2,o') —Z ](l,cr)(/+cd)]

—a' ~ Z, (2,o.)-
20 ' ' 40
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regular terms = Zp(2, o )+—[Zp(2, o ) —(/+cr)Zp( l, o )]——[Z ~(2, o') —(g+ o )Z ~( l, o )]

Z )(l,o. ) ——,', Zp(2, o)+ +—
36 g ——,

' Zp(l, cr)

o' cr 2
40 18 45 36 (2.26b)

Setting this back to expression (2.14) for the effective po-
tential one gets

V(] ) (A+Ba+Ca )
2aA

V( &) g'(0)

(Ep+E)a+E2a )„es
2

2aQ

a p2+ ln gR
2304m

ARM M+
192m 64m

C p, C ~&'

+
3840m

(2.32)

a p2+ ln (Ep+ E
&
a +Eqa )po]e4

(2.27)

where

A =-Zp(2, cr), (2.33a)

The term containing the volume Q of the Taub universe
when expanded in a becomes

2

8= —,[Zp(2, o)—M a Zp(l, o)]+—,; —M a o.

(2.33b)

1 1 o.1+——
2a 0 4~'a4 2 8

(2.28) (1—g) o' —4oZp(2 o')+ —
9 + &&/ Zp(1 o)40 &

2P 9 36

Inside the brackets, the pole part depends on Z ~(n, o),
n =0, 1,2. From (B5)—(B7), we have [see Appendix B and
C for the evaluation of Z(r, o )]

40 1 4 3618 45 36 72
(2.33c)

Z )(Oo) = —,

Z )(l,cr) = ——,0

o 2Z, (2,a)=—
16

(2.29)

III. RENORMALIZATION

The effective potential V is given as a sum of the quan-
tum (one-loop) effective potential V'" in (2.32) and the
classical potential V' '= Vf '+ Vg

' corresponding to the
field (P) and geometry (g):

Substituting (2.28) and (2.29) into (2.27) we obtain for the
pole part

Vf
' ——,'(m, '+g, R)p+

(3.1)

1
(Ep +El a+E2a )pole

2

2aQ

j6 24

o 1

24 360
(2.30)

Reexpressing this in terms of g by (2.17) and using the
geometric expressions in (A7) to (A9), (2.30) becomes

—g R ARM M CoprsC
(2.31)

23P4~2 192~2 64m.2 384P~2

= —(Ag+IcgR+ 2 e)~R + 2 &pgC +&3G) .

I =my +6m (3.2)

etc. This is equivalent to the introduction of a counterpo-
tential

Here A is the cosmological constant, Ic=(16vrG&) ', G&
being Newton's constant, and e; are the coupling con-
stants for quadratic-curvature terms: C =C ~~ C&pqz be-
ing the Weyl curvature-squared, and 6=R &~&5R

~p&~—4R ~Rop+R the Gauss-Bonnet density. (See Ref. 12
for details. ) The divergences in V are removed by the re-
normalization of these parameters which have hitherto
been regarded as bare quantities, i.e.,

Combining this with the regular terms in (2.26b), we ob-
tain finally the one-loop effective potential in small defor-
mation expansion as

V'= Vg+ Vf'

with

(3.3)
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and

Vf' = —,
' 5m 'p+ —,

' (5$)Rp+
4t

Vs ———(5A+5aR+ —,'5e, R + —,'5e2C )

(the pure divergence terms Clg, CIR, and G do not enter
here), which upon addition to V' ' and V'" renders Vfin-
ite:

(0) (1) c (0) (I)~= ~a + ~ + ~ = ~ren+ ~finite

The counterterms are determined by imposing suitable re-
normalization conditions, e.g. , m =8 V/BP
etc.

This procedure has been discussed at length in our ear-
lier papers (Refs. 1 and 12). In fact, since ultraviolet
divergences in the theory occur at the local scale, it suf-
fices to take the small-R (large a) limit of V for the deter-
mination of these counterterms. In the near-flat-space
limit (o &~1) the coefficients 2, 8, and C of V in (2.32)
are given by

3=+6(g —2M a /+M a ) —,'+ln—
4

8— 21 — 5
192 4 96

1 —21 a M'a
4 64

1+2ln—
4 (3.4)

2 2
C= M a —+ln —+ —+ln—44 &

o. /Ma 5 o
128 2 4 64 ' 4

85 o 1

z +37 111—+ 4s 2+ ln
0

11S2 4 ' 4

One expects to see the same ultraviolet behavior manifest here as in the Einstein universe or, more generally, in curved
spacetime under the small-proper-time Schwinger-DeWitt expansion. The global properties of spacetime which govern
the infrared behavior of the fields and their symmetry-breaking patterns will of course be different. One can get V' by
using the expressions for the counterterms in Eq. (4.19) of Ref. 12, which were derived under the renormalization condi-
tions [Eq. (4.18)] therein. Combining V' with the one-loop potential V'" in (2.32) and the classical potential V' ' in
(3.1), (now with renormalized coupling constants) we obtain the renormalized one-loop effective potential as follows:

E')
2 C2 2V= —4+xX+—8 +—C

2 2

z g @2j4 [m +(A, /2)$0 ]a 14 g m [m +(A, /4)$0 ]+4t 2S6~' [m +(A, /2)$0 ]
r

Am4 a+—„(1—g)RP — —,
' +ln

r

igRQ A' [m —(g/6)Ro]a+ 2+in
384m

fifm R m a
ln +1

192 4

[m' —(g'/6)R, ]a'
2+ in+ [m —(g/6)R 2]a2+ lno2 +

T

A'A, m P m a1+in
2

—5A(&y))+ (~+a +C~') .
2aQ (3.5)

The quantum correction terms can be regrouped into a flat-space part, which, together with the classical field terms (in
the square brackets) make up the Coleman-Weinberg potential [Eq. (4.23) of Ref. 12], and a curved-space part involving
R, R, and C terms which has the generic form as in Eq. (4.22) of Ref. 12. Comparing this with the renormalized ef-
fective potential for the Einstein universe [Eq. (20) of Ref. 1], we notice that the major difference lies in the terms in V
involving the deformation parameter a and, of course (due to the nonconformal flatness of the Taub universe), terms
arising from the renormalization of coupling constants associated with C, the square of the Weyl tensor.

One may have noticed that in the massless, conformal field case the C term in Eq. (3.5) has an infrared divergence.
This is a reflection of the fact that the large-mass limit which was assumed in the derivation of the counterterms is not
appropriate. The treatment of this special case is presented in Appendix D.

For the convenience of later use, we record here the values of A, 8, and C in the high-curvature limit (small a).
For conformal coupling, /=0,

~

o
~

&& 1. From (814)—(816) and (2.23) one gets

1 o ~ 2

120 24 8

2

(3.6a)

(3.6b)
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In the small curvature (or large curvature radius) limit
corresponding to low-energy or late-time regimes, the ef-
fective potential (3.5) reduces to the familiar Coleman-
Weinberg form and we recover their result that no sym-
metry breaking can be induced by one-loop quantum
corrections in a kP theory in flat space. In the large-
curvature limit corresponding to conditions prevailing in
the early universe under study, the behavior of conformal

m=0, /=0, cr= —P a &&I .
2

(4.1)

Using (3.6) and (2.28), we get

and minimal fields are quite different. We discuss these
cases separately as follows:

(I) Massless Conforma/ Field. In this case

V(P) =
A 2R 2 X g A 1 ca 2 47

12 4' 4 o 4 120 180 '"' "
8rr~g 2

L

1 cx

24 72
+

1S [

z ln + —2y+ —+a [—» + 3 g(3) —Tg(5)] +(gravitational parts), (4.2)

1+ 3(x
4

(1+ )4/3
6 1+—', aR=

a 2 1+o'

For a& ——,, R &0, )=0 is the only local minimum. [The form of V(P) is sketched in Fig. 1.] Hence no symmetry
breaking is possible. Had the system been in the broken-symmetry state, then increasing oblate deformations (a &0) can
induce symmetry restoration on the classical level. For the spherical Einstein universe (a =0), R =6/a,

where "gravitational part" denotes terms proportional to A, R,R,C .
For conformal coupling, the scalar curvature R in the —,', RP term acts like an effective mass which makes symmetry

restoration or breaking possible even on the classical level. Recall that
2/3

2 7T

0

V(P) = 1

Q

A,fi
4~

+
3AA' «001— ln + —", —2y
32m~

(4.3)

2

For the ordinary range of A, & 10, no symmetry breaking can happen even with quantum corrections. This has been
noted in our earlier paper. To determine whether by decreasing a &0 in a prolate deformation symmetry can be broken,
we look for conditions wherein V(P) is a local minimum at a value of P&0 by computing V'(P) —=dV($)/dP,

1+ 3a
V(P) = +

a I+a

3A,fi ~to o
1 — ln

32~' + —", —2y+ —+a'[ ——,', + —', g(3) ——', g(&)] (4.4)

Here P =0 is obviously a solution. A nonzero /&0 solution exists whereby V (P) =0 if and only if
41+T +, , + + [ —,

' —g(3)] &0.a2 1+o 4~2a 2 24 72
(4.5)

Since A. &~ 1, an approximate solution can be found

6
in 2

1+ 3'
(4.6)

The condition for this to be true is
3e (0'L = —
4

—5I

where (4.7)

5L =(6.302X 10 )A. .

This phase transition (from the /=0 symmetric state to the /&0 broken-symmetry state) is of the second order. This is
easily checked by calculating V"(P),
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AV"(P) =
g2 1+a

kA 1 0. u
4 24 72 15

+
2

and noticing that V"(0)&0 when a& ——, +A, ( —6.302X10 )=aL, . (See Fig. 1.)
As the value of a &0 is decreased (increasingly prolate configuration) the quantum effect will sustain the symmetric

state until aL . For a «aL, the classical effect of curvature R & 0 again dominates the symmetry breaking.
The above result is presented under the assumption of constant-length (a =2l~ ——const) deformation. For a volume-

preserving (A=const) deformation, the calculation proceeds in like manner. One should be cautioned that at a= ——,

our small a expansion around &x=0 may not be valid. However, since in both cases the difference 5 from the classical
critical point is extremely small it is sufficiently safe to conclude that for conformal massless fields, it is primarily the
classical effect of curvature which determines the critical point. Only in a very small range near R &0 (or a & —

~ ) will
quantum effects of deformation annul the classical effect and suppress symmetry breaking. This can happen at any
length scale by exerting only deformation. Our result here agrees with the conclusion of Critchley and Dowker. '

(2) Massless Minimal Field. In this case

m=0, /=1, o.= —1+y, y= —P a «1 .
2

From (3.5) and (3.9) the effective potential is

2
w4V(P)= —P + I(A+Da+Ea )+[(A,/2)(1+a)a P ]'~ I+ ln +24! 4~2a4 384m 24

~00 a 14
z

ln + + (gravitational parts),
256~ 8 3

(4.8)

where D =B'+A'/2, E=C'+B'/2 A'/8. —
Due to the absence of the classical curvature effect, the only cause of symmetry breaking is of quantum origin. From

(3.7) and (3.8) with /=1 we can write

A+Da+Ea = g (a„+f„a+g„a)(—,AP a )",
n=0

where

(4.9)

and

an dn
fn =dn+ ~ gn =en+

2 . 2

an

ao ———0.4115, aI ———0.3522, a2 ——0.003 178,

do = —0.0478 d
&
=0.1004 d2 = —0.06409

eo ———0.013 15, el ———0.025 19, e2 ——0.023 08 .

Combining this with terms of the same order in AP, we get from (4.8)

(4.10)

V(P) = —P '+, , [(A,/2)(1+ a)P ']' '+, , (a, +f,a+gaa')
4I 4~2a' 4m'a4

+
8~ a

16 2

1+ 3& Roa
(a~+fla+gla )+ ln +2

8 1+a 24

X/0 a
ap+fpa+gpa —

)~ ln (4.11)

The appearance of the term proportional to (P )'~ dictates the rather unusual symmetry behavior of the minimal field.
Note that V(P) is nonanalytic at P =0, but is nevertheless a local minimum. Unlike the case of the conformal field with
R & 0, the only admissible phase transition will be of first order. To see if another minimum exists, we look for values of

;„&0at which V(P;„) is a second minimum, i.e.,
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(4.12b)

V'(P;„)=0, (4.12a)

V"(P;,) &0,
V(P;„)= V(0), (4.12c)

so that P;„is a critical point. If at the second minima, V(P;„)& V(0), the system will undergo symmetry breaking and
assume the new state of global minimum as ground state. If P;„exists, it would provide a natural scale for setting
the renormalization parameters Pp. Setting Pp ——P;„in (4.12c) gives

1/2 ' 1/2

V(gp)= 2 4 R/1+a/pa+ —
Pp a X+ —

Pp a Y =0,
4+2a4 (4.13)

where

R aX=fi a~+ —,'+a(f~++, )+a (gi ——„)+ ln24(1+a) 24
(4.13a)

3A.A APp aY= 1 + 2 ap+f c2K+g&cK pg +6ln (4.13b)

while V'(Pp) =0 gives
' 1/2

2

/pa X+ — /pa Y =0.
2 3

1/2A/2
V'(Pp) = fiv'1+ a/pa +2

4~'a4yp 2
(4.14)

Solving (4.13) and (4.14) we obtain two equations for Pp
and X:

1/6

(4.15a)

&0, increasing
~

a
~

will reduce a, even further. This
means squashing the Einstein universe tends to restore the
symmetry. To see the relation between a„Rp, and Pp, let
us first consider the case of the spherical Einstein
universe. Setting a =0 in (4.17) and (4.15a), we have

4m 1++X——, F
' 1/3

(4.15b)
Roac =4.206)&10

/pa, =1.2905,

(4.18a)

(4.18b)

For any given Rp and a (constant-length deformation),
these equations determine a, and Pp, where V(gp) has a
global minimum. Alternatively, if the values of Pp and
the renormalization point Rp for the coupling constant g
are set at the characteristic scale of any realistic model of
particle physics like GU, then (4.15) determines the corre-
sponding values of a and a. Using (4.15b) an approxi-
mate solution for a, can be obtained if the term propor-
tional to A, in Y is neglected (to the zeroth order in A, ):

Roa,
1n

24

[a, + —,'+(f, + —,', )u+(g, —+, )a']

36(1+a) ~ 4m.

3+4m 3A,

For small o., using the small-a expansion for the values of
ai,fi,g& from (4.10) and setting A,=10, one gets ap-
proximately

R a
ln = —130.7(1+2.522&&10 a+0.2215a ) .

24

where a, is the critical radius for the undeformed space.
Taking Pp —10' CxeV characteristic of the grand unifica-
tion scale, a, =2.58 & 10 cm, which is close to the pre-
diction of the inflationary model. Starting with a sym-
metric state at /=0, by decreasing a beyond the critical
radius (a &a, ) a global minimum will appear, signifying
spontaneous symmetry breaking. [See Fig. 2(a)]. Howev-
er, condition (4.18a) for the existence of a second
minimum requires that the coupling constant g be renor-
malized at Rp —66.4 cm, or a radius of a =0.3 cm. If
g is renormalized at a lower energy or later time (closer to
flat space), the critical radius will be larger and the vacu-
um expectation value of P will be smaller. This may
cause symmetry breaking at a lower-energy scale. One
can understand the role of Ro from the renormalization-
group point of view:

2

g(p) =g'(p') 1+ ln
32m' p

(4.19)

Setting g(p')=1 (minimal) at p' =Rp, the value of g at
p=1/ac is

(4.17)
g(a, )=1+,ln, =1+4.04~10 '.

2m a, Ro
(4.20)

In order for (4.17) to be satisfied, Rpa, must be a very
small number. Note that except for —1.138& 10 & o;

Therefore the classical term [(1—g)/12]RQ acts as a
negative (mass) term which is responsible for the symme-
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For any small a, the critical volume 0, can be written as

ln =( —193.8)(1+5.161X10 a+0.2191+ ) . (4.25)
o

Thus, except for a small range —2.355 X 10 &a &0, in-
creasing

~

a
~

will again decrease 0, and drive the system
towards symmetry restoration.

V. DISCUSSIONS

In the above we have presented a rather detailed deriva-
tion of the effective potential of a self-interacting scalar
field in a homogeneous universe with small spatial curva-
ture anisotropy (Sec. II). We have also discussed at some
length symmetry behavior (Sec. IV) of such a system in
such a geometry. To complete the discussion we want to
compare our methodology and results with some related
works and elaborate further on their implication on some
current issues.

(1) Comparison with weak field app-roximation. Some
recent work ' has attempted to treat symmetry breaking
and related problems in curved spacetime by using near-
flat-space techniques such as Riemann-normal-coordinate
expansion on the metric for the derivation of the effective
potential. These approximations, as we have explained
here and in our earlier work" can account only for the
local behavior of the theories but not the global. It is thus
useful for identifying ultraviolet divergences of the theory
(as we have done in Sec. III), but not for investigating the
symmetry behavior of the system. One needs to know the
infrared behavior of the system. This can be done by
analyzing the response of the fundamental mode of the
quantum operator of such a system under changes in the
order parameter' (in our case, e.g., the background field
P) or some external parameters (e.g., temperature T). Or,
when the exact form is lacking for eigenvalue summation,
one should make approximations in energy or length
scales corresponding to the infrared limit. The large cur-
vature (or small radius) expansion we used here (Sec. IV)
and in earlier work' is adopted just for this purpose. For
the study of quantum processes in the early universe
where the curvature of spacetime is not always small, this
usually makes a difference. For example, in Ishikawa's '

discussion of gravitational effects on symmetry breaking
in curved space, he adopted a weak-field approximation
for the derivation of the effective potential. His result-for
the negative-curvature minimal-coupling case does not
agree with ours. We suspect that this is related to the in-
consistency of his result for high critical curvature to his
weak-field assumption. The eigenmode-expansion method
used here sees no restriction from the curvature of the
background.

(2) Symmetry behauior in the Einstein universe Sym-.
metry behavior for A,P theory in the Einstein universe,

which is a special case of the static Taub universe, has
been studied in detail by us' and by a number of other au-
thors (see references quoted in Ref. 1), notably, Ford and
Toms. In the case of massless minimally coupled fields,
Ref. 1 arrives at the critical curvature by examining the
condition which leads to the convexity of the effective po-
tential at /=0, thus identifying the critical curvature at
which V"(0) changes sign. Reference 20 proceeds by ex-
amining the stability of the zero mode of the operator
near the classical field /=0. However, these previous re-
sults look quite different from our present result, Eq.
(4.15) with a=O. We will try to address this discrepancy
here.

In the limit of m +(1—g)R/6=0, Eqs. (30) and (36)
of Ref. 1 for the critical curvature based on the criterion
V"(0)=0 actually has no physical solution, as V"(0) nev-
er goes to zero. In fact it has a minimum value greater
than zero about /=0. The result we obtained before is
not a critical radius, but an approximate solution for the
point at which V"(0) takes its minimum value. This
means that a second-order phase transition cannot occur.
So if the universe is in the region of broken symmetry
(m &0), reducing the size of the universe will gradually
bring the asymmetrical ground state closer to /=0 with
V"(0) always greater than zero. It is therefore inap-
propriate to look for a critical point by imposing
V"(0)=0. Similarly if the universe had started from the
symmetric phase [with m &0 but m +(1—g)R/6&0],
as the curvature is reduced, the symmetric phase becomes
unstable, but since V"(0) is greater than zero the transi-
tion cannot be second order. However, as discussed for
the massless case in Sec. IV a global minimum of V(P)
does exist at a nonzero value of P for a &a„ this will al-
ways allow a first-order phase transition to occur.

The physics of this phenomenon is closely related to the
occurrence in Eq. (4.11) of the linear term

[(A,/2)(1+a)P a ]' /4' a (5.1)

in Eq. (4.11). Technically speaking, it comes from the
first term in the mode sum (2.16),

2Q (m +[(I—g')/6]R+(k/2)P j'i

under the condition

(5.2)

2 1—m+ R« —P6 2
(5.3)

Thus for the massive or nonminimal-coupling case, unless
m +[(1—g)/6]R=O, one can expand (5.2) in powers
of (A, /2)P, and get only the usual P and P terms in
the effective potential. The interesting linear dependence
in P does not appear and there is no first-order phase
transition. This is why a first-order phase transition
occurs in the massless, minimal-coupling case and not the
conformal case.

The appearance of this term spoils the analyticity of the
effective potential at P =0 and dictates the rather unusual
symmetry behavior of the minimal field. Infrared disease
at /=0 is commonplace in effective potentials of any
massless field. For example, the well-known Coleman-
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rn + R=O and /=0.6
(5.4)

It implies that whenever Eq. (5.4) is satisfied, our four-
dimensional system can be considered approximately as a
one-dimensional one. By the same token the M term in
the finite-temperature case of Dolan and Jackiw can be
understood as the reduction of R &S' to R, in the
infinite-temperature limit.

A theorem of Coleman ' (which is a generalization of
an earlier theorem in statistical mechanics by Mermin and
Wagner on a lattice to the continuum) states that in di-
mensions less than or equal to two the infrared diver-
gences are so severe that there is no possibility of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking for a scalar field; the only
vacuum expectation value for P allowed is zero. This
means that as the radius of the universe is decreased, one
would naively expect the four-dimensional manifold
(R'XS ) is collapsed into a one-dimensional one (R) and
Coleman's theorem requires that the symmetry is to be re-
stored. This indeed agrees with our result near /=0. By
including the daisy diagram as discussed in Ref. 1, one
can obtain a minimum value of V"(0) as 3(A,/16' )

which is, of course, greater than zero. But when we are
away from the region /=0, the one-dimensional behavior
no longer prevails and spontaneous symmetry breaking
can take place. This is why we can find the second
minimum of the effective potential at P;„. One can
check the above reasoning by a careful examination of the
length scale which will be used to define the apparent di-
mension of the universe. The only natural scale in this
theory is the mass of the scalar field at P;„which is
governed by the renormalization-group equation. This is
given by Eq. (4.14):

steinberg potential is infrared divergent in the fifth
derivative with respect to P (due to the P "In/ term). The
severity of such a problem can be avoided by one deriva-
tive order if the renormalization-group equations are used.

The occurrence of (5.2) in the effective potential (4.8)
which we believe is generic to universes with topology
R &&S can be understood more generally by considering
the role played by the apparent dimension of the universe.
By apparent dimension we mean the dimension obtained
when structures of size small compared to the Compton
wavelength of the particles or fields defined on the mani-
fold are neglected. Thus to a particle whose Compton
wavelength is much smaller than the radius of the three-
sphere, the apparent dimension is four, whereas for a par-
ticle whose Compton wavelength is larger than the radius
of the three-sphere the apparent dimension is one.

If one computes the one-loop correction to the effective
potential in one dimension in a fashion similar to Sec. II,
one obtains on dividing by the volume of the three-sphere
and taking [(1—g)/6]R as an effective mass, exactly Eq.
(5.2). Thus we see that the origin of the linear term is due
to the apparent reduction in the dimension of the space-
time. However, the effective potential is dominated by
the term (5.2) rather than terms of P and P orders only
when

d2V kx
mph„, —— —— — Rln

d$2 y;„2m a 96m. Ro

when a &a, . (5.5)

The ratio of the Compton wavelength (A,„~=2~/m ~h~, )

of the scalar particle to the radius of the universe is
1/2

COGlp 27l=2K
a —kX

R ))Rp (5.6)
Svr

(u~/R, )'" '

[where Rp and a, are related by Eq. (4.16)], which de-
creases as the curvature increases. Therefore the apparent
size of the universe at the second minimum does increase
with increasing curvature. However, we cannot allow R
to be too large, otherwise the coupling constant k which is
also governed by the renormalization-group equation will
run to a value greater than one at which point our one-
loop approximation will break down. At a =a„ from Eq.
(4.15) we find A,„„/a=(4~ /3A, )' . Although the ratio
is large (at least for sufficiently small A, ) the finite-size ef-
fect has to be taken into account. Thus the one-
dimensional conclusion from Coleman's theorem does not
apply in this region and the asymmetrical ground state is
not precluded. The complete picture extending from P =0
to P =P;„is a combination of one-dimensional and four-
dimensional effects. The former generates the barrier
while the latter gives the minimum.

In the case of Ref. 20, it was assumed the structure of
the potential is dominated by the renormalization-group
parts and the effects of finite size contained in the terms
f, &2 and f i&2 in Eq. (4.3) were dropped which plays an
important role in our analysis. Note the minimum at P
is, incidentially, not the "fake" minimum discussed by
Coleman and Weinberg which can lead to large A. in//M
and invalidate the one-loop assumption.

(3) Effect of curvature anisotropy on inflation We.
know an inflationary phase can happen if the system stays
in a false vacuum for a long time (in the Hubble time
scale). There are two ways to achieve this: (a) a barrier
between the true vacuum and the false vacuum (old
scenario) (b) a slow evolution of the state from the false
vacuum to the true vacuum (new scenario). If the phase
transition is of the second order neither condition can be
satisfied and inflation will not occur. Usually the effec-
tive potential used in the new inflationary model is that of
the flat-spacetime Coleman-Weinberg form. Now that it
has been generalized to curved spacetime, a natural ques-
tion arises as to whether and how inflation can be affected
by spacetime curvature. As we have seen in the case of
the conformal field, the symmetric state P =0 will become
unstable if the space evolves very slowly (so that the kinet-
ic contribution' ' remains insignificant and the effective
potential concept can remain useful) from an oblate con-
figuration (a) 0) to a prolate configuration (ct &0). A
second-order phase transition will occur and inflation to
the extent necessary for cosmological purposes becomes
highly unlikely. If the field is minimally coupled to the
background, and the space is changing its shape and
volume in such a way that the two equal axes remain con-
stant (what we called constant-length deformation) then
squashing it towards any configuration will restore sym-
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metry. If the shape of the universe is kept fixed, but the
size is varied, then the collapse of the universe will induce
symmetry breaking. As this phase transition is of the
first order, it in principle can allow inflation to occur.
However, we observe from Fig. 2a that by decreasing the
radius of the Einstein universe there arises a high barrier
between /=0 and Po. This effect is, as explained in previ-
ous paragraphs, due to the linear term [Eq. (5.1)] which
dominates in the effective potential near /=0. This bar-
rier which increases with the curvature will prevent any
new inflation to occur (it is assumed that the barrier is
unaffected by the dynamics) and bring back the problems
of the old scenario. Notice, however, when a is negative
(prolate shaped), the height of the barrier can be reduced
by a factor v'1+a. Nonetheless this does not help to gen-
erate new inflation. As is discussed below [Eq. (4.20)], if
a is less than —4, we cannot have symmetry breaking at
all. The barrier can at best be reduced by half and the
broad plateau one needs in new inflation is still lacking.
We are currently examining this problem more closely by
studying gauge fields and with higher-loop correction.

We have illustrated a few instances where curvature to-
pology and field-coupling effects can alter the flat-space
field-theoretical result distinctly. To return to the point
brought up in the Introduction, we want to add that the
implications on inflation are drawn from the assumption
that the Taub metric remains applicable as a faithful
description of the universe before the GU epoch. Notice
that even in the massless-minimal-field case where the ad-
vent of new inflation is ruled out by the presence of the
linear term, a phase transition by tunneling is still possi-
ble. Once the universe becomes vacuum dominated, it
will start expanding exponentially whereby all anisotropy
originally present will be wiped out rapidly. -Upon enter-
ing the inflationary stage one would then need to use the
effective potential calculated for the de Sitter universe' to
discuss the ensuing events. In this work we are interested
in discerning the initial conditions which may or may not
be conclusive to this transition. We are not equipped to
deal with the later stage of development.

Just exactly how the universe evolves from, say, a FRW
or Taub or mixmaster spacetime to a de Sitter spacetime
is a problem which requires more in-depth analysis in all
three aspects quantum field theoretical, statistical,
mechanical, and gravitational (curved spacetime), a prob-
lem which we hope to delve into in our future work.

(4) Dynamical and finite temperature effe-cts. As our
calculation is based upon a scalar theory in a static space-
time our discussion of curvature effect on inflation can
only be indicative. More realistically, one needs to consid-
er the dynamic (shear) and finite-temperature effects as
well. For completeness we shall make a few simple obser-
vations on these issues for now and leave the detailed dis-
cussion for a later communication. ' A simple model to
see the. effect of expansion anisotropy is the Kasner
universe, where the shear is defined as Q and where the a;
and a are the principal radii of curvature and their con-
forrnal time derivatives. The wave equation for each
mode k can be reduced to X+(Q +Q)X=O, where
X=ag and Q =k +(m + 2 A,P )a is the natural fre-

quency. From this, it is apparent that shear can indeed
be viewed as contributing to an effective (mass). There-
fore even on the classical level a sufficiently large degree
of shear can restore the symmetry. The possibility of
symmetry restoration by shear was noticed by us earlier'
and is discussed recently by Futamase. '

As for the finite-temperature correction, one can exam-
ine its effect by using the result for the Einstein
universe, as it should yield the dominant contribution.
The temperature contribution to the effective mass is
(A, /48)T P . Adding these factors into our consideration,
we observe that even in a highly deformed prolate config-
uration (with negative R) symmetry will remain unbroken
if the shear and/or temperature is sufficiently high. If
these additional contributions to the effective mass com-
bine with curvature in such a way that our zero-mass
analysis remains valid, we would still expect the behavior
of the linear (P )'~ term in V(P) for the minimal case to
dominate near the origin and lead to a first-order phase
transition. This is a possible candidate for preventing new
inflation. These problems are currently under investiga-
tion.
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APPENDIX A: GEOMETRICAL QUANTITIES
IN A DIAGONAL MIXMASTER UNIVERSE

By defining m =It, and m'=l, o', the diagonal mix-
master metric (2.1) can be written in a Minkowski form
ds =rt,bee'co, where rt, b

——( —1, 1,1, 1). From the defin-
ing equations for the connection forms d~'+~ bAco =0
the connection coefficients co'b are easily calculated to be

m, =k, co', where k, =l, /l, ,

co p —c3co, where c i
———,(d2 +d3 —d

& )
1 3 1 (Al)

A g =dc') g +co ~ @co b

b ~cd ~CO ~CO, C (d (A2)

one can obtain the Riemann tensor components in the
tetrad basis as

&'ioi=ki+ki'=ii/ii
R 123 1 1 2 3 3 2 ~

1R 2P3=C3+C3k3

R 212
——k1k2+c3cg3 c1c21

etc. .The Ricci tensor components are

(A3)

etc., and

d1 ——I1/l2l3 .

All other ~'b can be obtained by cyclically perrnuting the
indices. From the curvature form
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l1 l2 l3+ +
l1 l2 I3

(A4)

3 t, '
212

l 2 4 l 4
1 1

2
1 l3

R 323 =R 1 4

(A6)

l1
R]] +(k]kQ+c3d3 c]cz)+( k]k3 +cpdq c]—c3)

I1

etc., and the four-dimensional curvature scalar R is

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

l1 I2 l3R=R', = 2 —+—+-
l1 l2 l3

+2( k]kp+k]k3+kgk3+c]d] +czdq

+c3d3 c]cp —c]c3—cpc3)

For the Taub universe, l] ——lz&lq. Define a deformation
parameter to be

I 2

a—: —1 ( —1&a&co).2
l3

For the static case under study, all l, and l, =0 in the
above equations. From (A3)

Thus,

R~prsR =4(R]p]pR' ' +RpgggR +R]3]3R' '
)

3+8&x+ 16a2

4l] (1+a)

+—+ a +O(a ) . (A7)4 3 ~ 9 3

l14 16 8 16

From (A4)

2

R =R = —[l —(l —l )]= 1 ——1 4 2 2 1 1l3
1 3 1 1

(AS)2

R33 ——

2l, 4

Thus,

2

R R~~=R R R 2 3+8m+8++ ~ +
4l, (1+a)

From (A5)

1 3 cx o!

l14 4 2 4
—+—+ +O(a') . (A9)

3+4o.
R =R1i +R22+R

2l] (1+a)
Thus,

2l
(3+a—a )+O(a ) . (A 10)

R = ( —', + —,'a ——,a )+O(a ) .4 2 4 (Al 1)

The Weyl-tensor-squared term C is given by

R
C —=C C ~rs=R R ~~s 2R R ~+ —R =—, (R R ~rs——R R~~)=2 R R

3

4 1 o. 4o.'
~

+O(a') .
3 l, (1+a) 3l]

One can check that the Gauss-Bonnet quantity vanishes,

G=R p gR ~~ —R pR P+R =0 .

Being a topological invariance, this is true for the whole Bianchi type-IX class.

(A12)

(A13)

APPENDIX 8: DEFINITION AND EVALUATION OF THE Z FUNCTION

Let
00 n2

Z(r, o)= g
] (n +cr)"

This series is similar to the one examined by Toms. Following the same procedure, we find that Z(r, o ) have poles at
r = —, n We den—ote. the singular part by z ](r,o. ) and the regular part by zo(r, o). Employing the Plana sum formula,
z(r, o) can be written as
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oo

3 (n +Cr)"X

where

1
dt — dt + +I,(a ),(t'+o)" p (t'+o)". 2(1+o)"

(82)

I„(o.) =i dt (1+it )' (1 it —)'
e '—1 [(1+it) +a]" [(1 it—) +cr]"

The integral

t2 3n r 1—(r ——)
dt = v'rr

(t +a)" 1 (r)

vanishes at negative integer r (like the g function), but diverges at r = —, n, whe—re n =0, 1,2, . . . . This is the only
divergent part on the right-hand side of Eq. (82). One can expand the singular term in a Laurent series about the pole at

3I"=
2
—0 aS

t2

O (t2+ )r
dt= lim —+g(n+1) —P( —, —n) —lno +O(v),

o." ( —1)" 3

v o 4 I (3/2 —n) n! v

where

Q(x)= lnl (x) .d
dx

Therefore,

V rr 0" ( —1)"
Z in, a

I4 I ( —', n)—
Zp(n, o)= . [g(n+1)—g( —', n) —lno] ——J dt+ +I„(o) .

v'~ o" ( —1)" 1

4 1"( ' „) n! (t2+ )3/2 —n 2(1+ )3/2 —n
2

For n =0, 1,2, we obtain

Z i(O, a) = —,
'

(83)

(84)

0Z i(l, o)= ——, (86)

0Z, (2,cr) =—
16

The expression for the Zp's are more involved, because of the presence of I„,

Zo(O, o ) = —1 —ln
1+v'1+cr 1 1 1+ + —

3i2 +I,(a),
2 1+a 2 (1+a)'i' (88)

Z(1)=—CT011+v 1+a
4 2 2

+Ii(a),
2 1+o. (89)

Zp(2, o ) = + ln
cr cT 1+v 1+cT
32 8 2

——,av 1+a+ —,v 1+0+Ip(o). . . (810)

Although an analytic result for I„(o), is not accessible we may seek the asymptotic expansions for particular ranges of cr.
(See Appendix C.) For cr ))1,

Zp(O, a) = —1 ——,ln —,0
(811)

CT CT
Zp( l, o ) = ——1 —ln—

4

0 l g
Zp(2, a) = —,

' +ln—
16 ' 4

(813)

For 0 0,
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Zo(0, cr) =y ——', g(3)cr+ "
,—g(5)o.+O(cr ),

Zo(l, cr) = ——„——(1+y)+cr —'
, g(3)+O(o'),O ~ 1z

2

Zo(2~cr): ~~o y +O(o' )
24 8

(814)

(815)

(816)

For o. close to —1, define y =o.+ 1. When y=0, we can expand Z' in orders of y (prime means the n = 1 term is exclud-
ed),

Z'(r, cr) = g =D(r) ryD—(r+1)+n r(r+1) D(r+ 2)y'+
z (n —1+y)" 2

where

00 n2
D(r)=

, (n' —1)"

The D(r ) function can be evaluated similar to the o =0 case (replace r by n through r = —,
'

n)—and the result is

(817)

Zo(2, o.)= g a„y"=—0.4115—0.3522y+3. 1781&&10 y +O(y ),
n=0

(818)

Zo(l, o) = g b„y"=—0.7045+0.01271y+0.1314y +.O(y3),
n=0

(819)

Zo(0, o.)= g c„y"=—0.02542 —0.5256y+0. 1755y +O(y ) .
n=0

The values of D( —1) and D( —2) used here are evaluated by numerical method:

D( —1)=0.3504,

D( —2) =9.361&& 10

In summary

ao ———0.4115, a&
———0.3522, a2 ——3.178&& 10

bo = —0.7045, 6] =0.012 71, b2 =0.1314

co ———0.02542, c~ ———0.5256, c2 ——0.1755 .

(822)

(823)

APPENDIX C: EVALUATION OF I„AND Z„AND THEIR ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS

d t (1+it )'
I„cr =l

o e2~~ 1 [(1+,t)2+a. ]»2—~

(I) Large olimit-
(1 it)—

[( 1 —lt )2+ a.]3/2 —n
(Cl)

[(1+it)'+a) '~'+"= 1 —[(1+it) +o jx 1/2 —nd&
I"(—', n)— (C2)

(1+it) [(1+it) +crj" ~=, e " g (1+it) "x'~ "+"dx(1+it)' „" ( —1)"
1(—,

' —n) k=o

1 ( 2
—n+k)

( 1 + lt )2+2k
3

)
3l2 —n+k (C3)

Therefore,

ao ( 1)kI„(o)=i g
k=o k!I ( —, n)—( 1)k 2k+1 1 ( —, n+k)—

k! 2(2k+3) Z ( —,
' „) (C4)

where Eq. (3.416.1) of Ref. 33 has been used. The other terms in Z„can also be expanded in powers of o '. Gathering
terms together, me get
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0 0 0——,o.v'1+o.+ —,
' v'1+o+I. 2(o) .= + ln —,

32 16 4
Zp(2, o ) = + ln

32 8 2

o o. 1+V 1+cr 0 CT 0

+I}�

(o ) = ——+—ln —,
4 4 4

Zp( 1,o') + ln
2 1+cr

Zp(0, cr) = —1 —ln
1+v'1+cr 1 1 1 1

o.
+ +- +Ip(o) = —1 ——,ln —.

2 v'I+o 2 (1+o)'/' ' ' 4

ao 1 k k

I ( —, —n+k)(1+it)-'+'"
k=() k I ( ——n)

1 k r( ,' n—+—k)
k f [(1+ t)2n 2k —1 —(1 t)2n 2k —1]—

k =() k' I'( —,
' n) — e' '—1

These are the equations given in (Bl 1) and (B13).
(II) Small-

i
cr

i
limit. The evaluations of I„will be similar to part (I), but the expansion in (C2) is modified,

(1+it) [(1+it)2+~]n —3/2 dx x 1/2 —ne —(1+it}x g okxk(1+it )' 2
"

( —1)k
p l-(3/2 —n ) J, =o

(C6)

(C7)

(C8)

(C9)

The behaviors of 2n =2k —1)0 or (0 is quite different, and have to be treated differently. Instead of presenting the
most general cases, we consider here only Io, I], I2 which are the ones used in the text.

ok f [(1+'it)3 (1 it) 2k]
r(

1)k I (k ——)=i L(3)+ L(1)——L( —1)+g, cr"L(3—2k)
2 8 k, k!

(C10)

where

L(u) =f, [(1+it)'—(1—it)'] .

For u ) 1, one can integrate L ( —u ) as follows,

L( —u)=
(x) dt 1 oo —(1+it)x —(1 it)x] v —ld-

p 27tt
1 I (v) p

dx (tt 1 ——
2rr I (v) 2~

x ~

~

i
~ e lx1+

277

dx x e ( —iver) coth ———v —1 —x x 2
2vrl (v) 2 x

E 00

dx x 'e coth —— dx x eI (u) ' o 2

1 I (v —1)i g(v) ————
2 I"(v)

(Cl 1)

where equations (3.311.11), (8.363.4), and (1.421.4) of Ref. 33 have been used.
The integration of L(u) for other u's can be done easily. The results for relevant L(u)'s are listed below:

L(3) 1 f (6t 2t ) i 120 (C12)

L( 1)=if, (2t) = (C13)

(C14)
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L ( —3)= i—g(3) ——— = —i [/(3) —1],1 1 (2)
2 I (3) (C15)

L( —5)= i—g(5) ——— = —i[/(5) ——,] .
2 I (5)

Substituting (C12), (C13), and (C14) into (C10), we get

(C16)

Similarly,

29
120

( —,
' —y)+ g o" g(2k —3)——,—

k=3
(C17)

k+ —, )
g(2k —1)———

I (-,' )

1

I( ————,', +—( —,
' —y) ——', cr'[1 —g(3)]+ g

k=3

1

2k —2
(C18)

( 1)t „1"(T'+k)
Ip ——(y ——,

'
) ——,

'
cr[g(3) —1]+—,cr'[P(5) ——,

' ]+ g cr", ((2k+1)———
k! 2

1

2k
(C19)

With other relevant o expansions in (C5) to (C7), we get

2 oo
( 1)k 1 (k ——

)
Zp(2, cr)= „', — —y + g g(2k —3)o

24 8 z 3 k! 1-(
(C20)

Zp(l, o.) = ——,'~ ——(1+y)+ ~ cr g(3)+O(cr ),
Z (O, o.)=y ——,

' g(3)cr+ —,g(5)cr +O(o. ) .

(C21)

(C22)

(III) o = —1+y, ~y ~
&&1. We can expand Z„ in orders of y, but the n =1 term should be treated separately. Recall

(B17),

Z'(r, o ) =D(r ) rD(r+ 1)y+ —(r+1)D(v+2)y—+
2

D(r) can be evaluated similar to Z(r, o),

t & t
d

2 . ~ f(2+it) —f(2—it)dt+ —+i dt,
o (t 1)r o (t 1—)" 3"— e2mt 1

where

Xf(x)=
(x —1)"

Again, for convenience, we define r = —,
'

n, so that t—he pole terms can be expanded out. From (B4)

(C23)

(C24)

and

D &(n)=,
,

(for n=2, 1,0),
4 f(' „) n!

Dp(n )=, [P(n + 1) f( —', n) —In( ———1)]—f „dt+ +I„(—1),
2 2

2—

(C25)

dt (2+it )'
fp e~~~ 1 [(2+it p 1]3/~

(2—it)
[(2 it) 1] / (C26)

The problematic term ln( —1) will be canceled out by the same pathological part in

t 2

dt .
P (t2 1)3/2 —n

Being finite the I„(—1) can be obtained by numerical integration [although one can expand about 2+it and use small cr

approximation for I„(cr) in (C23) to (C25) but it converges very slowly],
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I~ ( —1 ) = —9.5374 && 10

Ii ( —1)= —6.5236)& 10

Io( —1)=5.8785 X 10

Do(1)= —, —

From (C38), one can obtain Do(n) as

Do(2) = 3, + —,ln + +I&( —. 1)= —0.4115,2+v 3 v'3
2 41, 2+v'3

v'3 2
———,ln +I&( —1)= —0.7045,

Do(0) = —1+ —ln +Io( —1)= —2. 542&& 108 2+v 3

3v3 2

(C27)

(C29)

(C30)

(C31)

(C32)

These values are used in (818) and (820). When n &0, both Z„and D„are convergent summations. One cannot use the
splitting as in (84). The values of D( —1) and D( —2) used in (820) are obtained by numerical summation.

APPENDIX D: RENORMALIZATION IN COVARIANT GEOMETRIC TERMS
I

In the text we have used two parameters; the curvature radius a and the deformation parameter 0. to describe the Taub
universe and systems therein. However, for various purposes where covariant expressions are needed, as in the renormal-
ization of massless fields, it is better to use covariant geometric terms like the scalar curvature and Weyl curvature
squared.

From Eqs. (A8) and (A10), we have (no approximation on a)

6 1 eR= 1+—
a2 3 1+a,

64 1 o.

3 a~ 1+a

2

These two equations can be solved for a and n to yield
1/2

3C
a ——~ 1+— +

R R
(D 1)

3CX= 4

1/2
3C
R

' 1/2 —1

3C
R

(D2)

We will omit the + sign in front of (3C /R )'~ with the understanding that the sign of u is carried by that of
(3C /R )'~ . Since we are dealing with small

~

a
~

and only keeping terms up to O(a ), the corresponding expansion in
powers of (3C /R )'~ will be terminated at O(3C /R ). Using (Dl) and (D2), we can rewrite the bare effective poten-
tial Eq. (2.32) as

Ry(]) ~ 3 ~ c4

144w2 " 6

1/2
3C. 27

R
+—(C+ —B+—A)16 6 72

2
1 2' gR C2

64 2 6 60
3 2

2+in "
2R

(D3)

In the limit of large M a, we can use Eq. (3.4) for A,B,C and drop all terms proportional to M 2. Then (D3) can be
written as

&3C'y(1) $2R 2+ 9 M2$R 27 M4+ (g2R 6M2g)
144 2 32 + g 8 +

64

3(
512 16

——,M g'R+ —,'M4+ —,', C2
a p

(D4)

The ln(o /a p ) term can be expressed in terms of M2 —gR /6:
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cr —/+M a
ln = ln

a p a p

Substituting (DS) into (D4), we get

M2 gR /6 (gR /24)(3C2/R 2)1/2= ln +ln 1+
M —gR /6

M —gR /6 g+3C gR g C=ln + 1+
p 24M 6M 384M" (D5)

4608~ 1281r 128m' 23041r 1921r 64m' 38401r p
(D6)

From this point on, we can proceed with the same renormalization scheme given in Ref. 12 and obtain the corresponding
counterterms in Ref. 12.

In the massless case, since M =(A, /2)P is not a large quantity for the perturbative range of A, , Eq. (D4) is not applic-
able. We have to go back to the original form of the effective potential (D3) and reevaluate the A,B,C coefficients in
this limit. We find the effective potential can be cast into the general form

r

2 2 Q2
V(P)= V(0)+g1 R +g2 C +—„1—8

C2RP+ —, 1 —2)
w4

where

2 2

V(0)= — A+kR+ —,e, , R + —,e2, CC q I C
R

(D7)

For the conformal case, using Eq. (3.6), we get

1

8640vr

1 R
Ep=

~
ln

1920m

RI =82=0 ~ (D8)

8=
96m.

A.

ln + —, +2@+—„[—, +3@——,g(3)]
3X 3~00,4 9 1 7

For the minimally coupled case, we get

1 R
e1 ——e1(R, ) — ln

4608~

1 R
e2 —e2(R2)+ ln

1920~
1/2

1 3k
256~2

C2

R

C2
~ R2

2
I/2

1 R ~ 1 I 3C
4 I 2 O 4

—ln +—(a ——d + —)

2
1/2

& + + + «(2.2
——,d1 ——.')

9 1 37 23 I 3 & C2

256 (3+ 15 2+ 3Q dl 1p d2+ 4p eQ 1p e1)
R

2

(D9)

where a„,d„,e„are as in Eq. (4.10).
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